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How to Format a Personal Statement	
!
Today, you may consider or believe that a personal statement structure 
have evolved over the past years. Since, personal statements are part of the 

Universities and Colleges Admissions Service or UCAS, it is one of the main 
things that you as a student must be mindful of should you want to let 
yourself have a fruitful professional career and a successful, well-established 
financial life. In fact, most students, even the most successful professional 
have struggled with their own personal statements.	


How is that possible? Well, the most credible and reliable writer of today have struggled to write 
about their own selves. Most students do not even know how to deal with the structure of 
personal statement. However, today is all but a different story.	


Personal Statement Structure	

	


As a student, most would dream or wonder about the university or college that 
they would like to get into for them to finish the course or program they would 
like to graduate and earn diploma from, but most do not have any idea 
regarding personal statement structure. Well, today is your lucky day. Check 
out the following listed below with regard to how personal statements should 
be structured.	


• The UCAS Advice – before you start to write your personal statement, get to understand 
what they’ve said so that you get to have a general overview of what they want regarding 
personal statement format or structure.	


• Aims of a personal statement – this basically asks to define the actual goal of a personal 
statement and what it should do for your program application that is why you need to 
have a really good structure of personal statement.	


• A Subject and You – simply asks you to tell the admissions committee the reason why 
you would like to be a part of the program you’ve chosen. When writing about it, please 
do not go around in circles. Be direct to the point. 	


• Important Notes about Yourself – when tackling this part of a personal statement, you 
should ensure that you let the admissions committee a clear understanding of what you 
can contribute to the program you’ve chosen and not what you’ve achieved in life.	


• Goals of a Personal Statement – answer this question, what should I include in my 
personal so that it sounds good? Well, the answer is quite simple; don’t write about things 
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that most applicants do, avoid flattering the admissions committee and the school. They 
are already aware that they’re good at what they do.	


• Language of Your Personal Statement – this requires that your personal statement 
format be as precise, concise and well thought of so that it sounds good enough for the 
admissions committee to let you be one of their interviewee.	


Personal Statement Format	

	


A personal statement structure or format is one of the hardest things that 
students have to deal with once they have the final draft of their paper. 
Though most of you would find sample formats or personal statements 
widely available online, you should be careful about relying too much on it. 
It might be better that you get to consult your elderly as to what made their 
application a successful one using their own personal statements. Consider 
the following suggestions regarding a personal statement format.	


• Most admissions committee would suggest that you keep your the structure of personal 
statement have a word count ranging from 500 to 800 words. Writing one that exceeds the 
limit or one that is short of the word count might be an opportunity missed for you, which 
means that important parts of your application is not going to be read.	


• Choose a font style that is highly readable like Times New Roman or Bookman Old Style. 
As recommended by most admissions committee, you should avoid using a 12-pt size, but 
not lesser than a 10-pt size font.	


• If your personal statement format is more than one page, see to it that you get to number 
each page.	


• Most successful application of today has a personal statement format for the margins set 
to an inch.	


• Use single spacing in your text, while skipping one line between each paragraph in your 
personal statement structure. 	


Top Ten Personal Statement Openers	

	


Before accomplishing the final draft or even think about the structure of 
personal statement, you should wonder what kind of opener you’d love to 
have in your paper. This is not hard to do or think about, so considering the 
following. Look at it right now.	


!
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1. Personal Statement for Japanese Politics and Religious Studies – Japan and the 
United States are a couple of contrasting worlds, which is why it is undeniable that the 
Japanese culture have attracted me to learn more about their oriental traditions and 
societies.	


2. Social Work Personal Statement Opener – I have a deep aspiration to be a part of a 
social study work since it’s in me to make some difference with the life of someone not 
related to me.	


3. Business and Management Personal Statement – at a very young age, I have always 
wanted to run my own business and things a successful businessperson does to keep their 
profits coming in. That alone made my enthusiasm for it grew even stronger.	


4. Economics Personal Statement Format for an Opener – having born outside of the 
United States, I felt that my background gave me a diverse outlook regarding economic 
approaches.	


5. International Relations Personal Statement – the Middle East have always had 
political disputes, gaining worldwide attention. I want to help put stability in the region, 
even though it’s an impossible thing to achieve.	


6. Math Personal Statement Opener – the ideas for proofs have held a real fascination 
within me. It all starts with a simple axiom, ending up with a tough mathematical 
equation, which is what separates the subject from the rest.	


7. History of Art Personal Statement Structure for an Opener – the history of art is an 
open door towards a cultural, historical, personal enrichment and artistic growth. With the 
right motivation, it has many interesting and fruitful career opportunity for everyone.	


8. Mathematics/ Actuarial Science Personal Statement – Math isn’t just an ordinary 
subject, but a universal language for those who love to deal with numbers.	


9. Journalism Personal Statement – media is one of the most powerful and influential 
entity on earth.	


10.Medicine Personal Statement Format Opener – the human body is truly one of the 
most remarkable creations in this world, which made my fascination towards the works of 
life grew even bigger.	


Top Ten Quotes to Use in a Personal Statement	
!
Having a great and effective personal statement format would surely 
enable you to have a bigger chance of landing an interview with the 
admissions committee. Though there is a need for you to impress, you 
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should not forbid yourself from writing what comes into mind, but be sure not to use quotes that 
have been overly used by many. Now, look at the following sample quotes opener that may help 
your application stand out from the rest.	


1. “My fascination for it has started at a young age and I have been interested…”	


2. “Nursing is truly a demanding and challenging career…”	


3. “If my memory serves me well, I’ve been fascinated and amazed with…”	


4. “Mathematics is not just a subject for me, but a fascination that…”	


5. “Fashion isn’t something that exists through glamour dresses…”	


6. “As far as I remember, my interests have always been with…”	


7. “Nursing is a profession by choice for me…”	


8. “Economics is my passion, my way of life…”	


9. “Academically, I know that I can contribute well for the growth of the program...”	


10.“Determination is a part of my vocabulary and what I know I can contribute to the 
community and program…”	


There you have it. The top things you should know about having to write a professional, well-
written paper using an effective personal statement format. Following these should ensure that 
you get to land an interview with the admissions committee.	


If you think that you need help in accomplishing these, do not hesitate to get some assistance 
from a reliable and credible writer or company online. What are you waiting for? Start to write 
your paper using this personal statement structure.	


!
!

Read more tips and tricks on personal statement structure at 
www.PersonalStatementStructure.com 	
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